Effect of mega voltage energy on dose enhancement in phantom study by using gold nanoparticle polymer gel dosimeter
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Abstract: Background: Polymer gels beam sensitive are valuable and confident for measurement of 3D dose distributions. One of the special features of this type of dosimeters is their tissue equivalence, which makes them appropriate for the investigation of dose enhancement with contrast agents with high atomic number. Objective: The purpose of this study is an investigating of dose enhancement dependent in energy within the gel medium with used of conformal distribution gold nanoparticle as contrast agents by high atomic number material. Methods: In this work, gold nanoparticles (GNPs) of 50nm diameter with 0.1m concentration embedded in gel and irradiated by different megavoltage energy of 18MV and 6MV photon beam. Then GN- MAGICA and MAGICA dose response curves compare and achieved dose enhancement. Results: Experimental results have shown dose enhancement factor of 6MV and 18MV in 0.1mM, concentration is 1.74 and 1.04 respectively. Conclusion: The results showed that by adding of gold nanoparticles to the MAGICA polymer gel absorbed dose is increased. The levels of polymerization of irradiated gels with and without AuNPs in energy 6MV is more than energy 18MV. It seems that because of the dominance of photoelectric effect at low energies and pair production effect at high energies.
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1. Introduction

Primary goal of radiotherapy research is a optimizing the therapeutic ratio, the damage to tumor cells compared to normal tissue. In clinical practice, normal tissue tolerance is often the limiting factor in setting the treatment dose (1). An alternative method of enhancing the therapeutic ratio is through a binary treatment involving the preferential uptake of a dose enhancer or ‘radiosensitizer’ within the tumor. One of the famous radio sensitizer is a gold nanoparticle. Application of gold nanoparticle (AuNPs) in dose enhancement in radiation therapy has been studied in the last decade. Although several studies have shown the effect of high atomic number materials used in radiology such as iodinated contrast media on the dose enhancement, development of nano-scaled material with higher penetrability into cells as well as cell nucleus increased scientists’ interests in applying these materials in radiation therapy (2, 3).

Furthermore, in vivo and in vitro studies have demonstrated that gold nanoparticles (AuNps) are ideal radiation-enhancing agents for cancer radiation therapy (4-6). However, the major limitation of these methods is the inability to perform in-depth investigations into the influence of these metal nanoparticles on the 3-dimensional (3D) spatial aspects of the radiation dose distribution, which includes doses to surrounding critical structures, and the effects of particle type, morphology, and surface chemistry on radiation therapy dose enhancement. Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop an independent experimental approach to answer these questions. One potential method is to use 3D dosimeters to better understand the radiation-metal nanoparticle interaction outcomes. 3D polymer gel dosimeters are fabricated from radiation-sensitive materials that change their properties when absorbing a
2. Materials and Method

2.1. Choice Size and Preparation of AuNPs

Gold nanoparticles were selected for this initial investigation because their enhancing properties have been demonstrated in several imaging and therapeutic studies (9-11). In addition, a recent study has shown that maximum cellular uptake and dose enhancement occurs with 50-nm diameter particles (10); therefore 50-nm diameter particles were selected for this study however, because 50-nm AuNPs are not readily available commercially it was necessary to fabricate such particle. Therefore, AuNPs have obtained from PNF Co, Iran, Tehran (Payam Avaran Nanofardanegar). In PNF Company, nanoparticles are produced by applying and extra high electric voltage and current, and the primary bulk wire with 0.1mm diameter is then converted into nanoparticles via pulse explosive process.

2.2. MAGICA Gel Dosimeter Fabrication

The MAGICA polymer gels used in this study were prepared using methods documented previously (12, 13). The gel solution consists of water HPLC de-ionized, gelatin (typeA, bloom 250), Agarose, hydroquinone, methacrylic acid, CuSO₄ and Ascorbic acid.

For preparation of MAGICA, first water divided into 5flask of varying size, ready for dissolving each substance. Gelatin added into about 64% of total HPLC de-ionized water. Gelatin allowed swelling for about an hour. Then the solution stirred and heated to about 50°C until a clear solution obtained. When the temperature of gelatin solution reach near 40°C, Agarose added to about 25% of warm water up to 50°C. Agarose solution stirred and heated to about 90°C at which Agarose thoroughly dissolved. Both solutions were allowed to cool. When both solution cooled to an equal temperature about 47°C, agarose solution was added to the gelatin solution and stirring continued. Stirring never stopped before the end of fabrication. At 37°C, Hydroquinone, this solved in about 5% water, mass added to the mixture.

The remaining of water were divided into two portions and in each portion Ascorbic acid and capper(II) sulphate were dissolved after being weighted these two chemicals , which together play the role of oxygen scavenger , were added to the mixture when temperature declined to about 35°C. Methacrylic acid was added at same temperature. The gel solution was two separated into two batches. The AuNPs concentration of 0.1mM added to the batch. The AuNPs were observed to mix homogeneously in the gel. One batch of whit out AuNPs served as a control. The gel was the quickly poured into separates vials. The vials wrapped with Para-film to reduce the effects of oxygen. All the samples were placed in the refrigerator in 4°C temperature overnight for the gel to set.

2.3. Irradiation

Samples from batches were irradiated with Mega voltage X-rays. Mega voltage irradiation was carried out using a 6MV and 18MV linear accelerator (Varian) various radiation doses were delivered (0, 2, 4 and 6Gy). A single-fraction irradiation with a dose rate of 1.13Gy/min, a 25×25cm field size was set.

2.4. MRI Scanning

Irradiated and non-Irradiated gel samples were scanned using a 0.5T MRI scanner (Philips, Intera), to measure spin-spin relaxation time of the free protons using a head coil. A fast- spin echo sequence was used with following parameters: field of view 256×256 matrix, slice thickness=3mm (calibration vials) and 5mm (gold nano MAGICA vials), effective echo time TE =20-160ms, repetition time (TR) = 1500ms, number of slice = 5, at least 24 hour elapsed after irradiation prior to imaging to allow for polymerization. All the samples scanned of 21°C temperature.

2.5. Date Analysis

Analysis of the image was performed using MATLAB soft ware (version 7.3.0.26) (The math works Inc, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). The program examined the data before analyzing it to determine the region of interest T₂ values were calculated and formed T₂ maps on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The levels of polymerization of irradiated gels with and without AuNPs compared by calculating the R₂ = (1/T₂).
2.6. Statistical Analysis

This study presents results (mean values ± standard deviation) from 3 independent experiments. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine the significance of differences between the control and experimental groups. A difference was considered to be statistically significant when P<0.05. Statistical analysis was performed with the SPSS19 software.

3. Results and Discussion

MAGICA response to the 6MV and 18 MV x-ray beam was characterized by $R_2$ signal relation to Dose.

![Figure 2. MAGICA polymer gel dosimeter $R_2$ response on absorb dose in range of 0-6Gy.](image)

![Figure 3. A, B shows the dose–response relationship for two different experiments using gels irradiated by a 6MV and 18MV photon beam.](image)

The dose response slopes for $R_2$ versus delivered X-ray dose for MAGICA–AuNPs and pure MAGICA were calculated. The ratio of these slopes was taken as the dose enhancement factor (DEF). Figures 3a, b shows the dose–response relationship for two different experiments using gels irradiated by an 18MV and 6 MV photon beam. The average DEF obtained for 6MV was 1.74 with inter batch standard deviation of 0.028 and much lower DEF of 1.04 obtained for 18 MV photon beams. The outcome of this work demonstrates the feasibility of introducing AuNPs into polymer gel dosimeters and the ability to scan them with the MRI scanner in the same way as standard polymer gel samples that do not contain metallic particles. The doping of polymer gels with metallic atoms such as iodine, gadolinium and recently AuNPs has been documented demonstrating that the dose enhancement caused by the presence such metallic atoms can be separated from the dose deposited in the gels.

The calibration curve shows dose response MAGICA gel independent from energy and almost linear within the range of 0-6Gy.

4. Conclusion

Generally, dose enhancement extracted from the comparison of the dose measured by gels with and without inclusion of the metallic atoms. The measured dose is related to the dose indicator factor “$T_2$” of the MRI parameter for the two gels. However, inclusion of contrast agent or nanoparticles in polymer gel must take into account its chemical properties that will eventually affect the dose measured. Iodinated compounds have observed to interfere with the interaction processes between the ions and monomers.

Two major advantages of polymer gel dosimeter were their ability to determine integrated 3D dose distribution as well as their ability to form in different shapes. In fact, polymer gel dosimeters were monomers, which distributed in a gelling matrix. Ionizing irradiation converts these monomers to polymers via distinguished mechanism. The polymerization degree depends on absorbed dose in gel dosimeter. After polymerization, magnetic properties of polymer surrounding protons are changed. These changes could be exhibited by magnetic resonance imaging. The spin-spin relaxation rate $R_2=1/T_2$ is related to absorbed dose, which was delivered to a gel phantom. One of the polymer gels advantages is able directly to measure the effects of contrasts agents or metallic radiation dose enhancers such as iodine and gold nanoparticles (GNPs) inside the dosimeter. In gel dosimeters, contrast agents may have uniform dispersion within the dosimeter and therefore the effects of this material can directly quantified. Physical measurement of the dose enhancement produced by high Z materials with other types of radiation dosimeters, such as a film and ionization chambers are quite complicated. According to experimental and simulation results, by adding of gold nanoparticles to the MAGICA polymer gel absorbed dose is increased. In this study, a comparison of the MAGICA polymer gel absorbed dose with and without the presence of...
0.1mM gold nanoparticles in different energy (6 and 18 MV) made. The radiation dose rate in linear accelerator was within the 0-6Gy. The $R_2$ Dose graphs plotted for that energy. In the graphs to the conclusion that the parameter $R_2$ (The levels of polymerization of irradiated gels with and without AuNPs) in energy 6MV is more than energy 18MV. It seems that because of the dominance of photoelectric effect at low energies and pair production effect at high energies.
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